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New England using Receiver Functions 
 
 
by John Schuh        Advisor: John Ebel 
 
Abstract 
 
 Passive teleseismic data were collected with a 17-station broadband seismic array 
deployed from Vermont to Massachusetts. The purpose of the array was to detect changes in 
crustal seismic velocity structure related to the regional tectonostratigraphic terranes using 
receiver functions. Ps conversions from the Moho and mid-crust were observed and a cross-
section of the crustal structure beneath the seismic array was produced. The crustal cross-section 
reveals a synclinal structure related to the Taconic orogeny, a remnant Iapetan oceanic slab, a 
plausible surface-location of the Red Indian Line, and several terrane boundaries that can be 
projected from their proposed surface locations into the deeper crust based on crustal-horizon 
offsets observed in the receiver function data.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Mohorovičić discontinuity, or Moho, marks the seismic boundary between the lower 
crust and upper mantle, where seismic P-wave velocity jumps from approximately 6.7 to 8.1 
km/s. Because the Moho is included in the lithosphere, it can be deformed during collisional 
events between tectonic plates. This research focuses on the idea that the history of tectonic 
events (subduction, heating, uplift, etc.) that have transpired throughout time at a given location 
can be preserved in the deformation of the Moho.  If this concept is true of the Northern 
Appalachians, then the depth and dip of both the Moho and mid-crustal features may be unique 
to individual tectonostratigraphic terranes and might be suggestive of certain types of crustal 
interactions between terranes (e.g., thrusting).  
Much of the tectonic history of the New England tectonostratigraphic terranes is still in 
question (e.g., van Staal et al., 2009; Hatcher, 2010) and so far regional seismicity has not been 
linked with any active faults identified at the earth’s surface (Ebel, 2007). Scientists have 
struggled to place locations of many New England terrane boundaries (e.g. Moench and 
Aleinikoff, 2003; Hepburn, 2006;) as well as struggled to understand the kinematics of terrane 
amalgamation (e.g., polarity of subduction, obduction of continental crust) that has occurred 
along the border of the North American Craton. By imaging the seismic structure of the earth’s 
crust across the tectonostratigraphic terranes in New England, scientists may gain a better 
understanding of the constraints on the tectonic assembly of eastern North America, the location 
of terrane boundaries and/or crustal sutures in New England, and the relationship between crustal 
structure and regional seismicity. 
To help address these questions that concern the New England terranes discussed in the 
previous paragraph, temporary seismic stations were deployed in a long transect that stretched 
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from central Vermont to eastern Massachusetts and an analysis of teleseismic data using a 
receiver function approach was applied to the seismic station data. Receiver function studies 
involve relatively low cost, passive-source (e.g., earthquakes) tomography methods that have 
been proven effective for imaging seismic discontinuities under a given seismic station (e.g., Li 
et al., 2002). The two most commonly used algorithms for creating receiver functions from 
teleseismic sources are 1) the “water-level frequency domain deconvolution procedure” 
developed by Langston (1979) and 2) the “iterative time-domain deconvolution procedure” 
developed by Ligorria and Ammon (1999). Both methods should produce nearly identical results 
to the other method, but factors such as wave propagation complications due to geology and 
noise contamination of the teleseismic signals may cause one method to outperform the other 
(Ligorria and Ammon, 1999).  
This study makes use of results from both the water-level deconvolution and the iterative 
time-domain deconvolution procedures in an attempt to better constrain the receiver structure 
across the array. Receiver functions were created from data collected by temporary broadband 
seismic station deployments as well as by permanent New England Seismic Network (NESN) 
stations and the US National Seismic Network station HRV. Placement locations of the 
temporary stations that formed the seismic array were based on the preexisting locations of 
permanent network stations, boundaries between the New England tectonostratigraphic terranes, 
and the expected horizontal resolution achievable for a likely Moho depth in the region.  
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2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 Regional Geologic Setting 
 The present day passive margin of New England and the Northern Appalachian 
Mountains is the result of at least three major orogenic events (Taconic, Acadian, and 
Alleghanian) that led to the accretion or formation of at least seven distinct terranes along the 
eastern margin of the North American Craton (Stroud, 2007; van Staal et al., 2009; Hatcher, 
2010). These distinct landmasses, known as the New England tectonostratigraphic terranes 
(Figure 1), are distinguishable from each other by age and/or lithology and are typically bounded 
by fault zones (Zen et al., 1989; Hepburn et al. 1995, Stroud, 2007). While the orogenic events 
that accreted the terranes spanned much of the Paleozoic, the ages of some of the basement rocks 
of which the terranes are composed date back to the Precambrian (Zen et al., 1989).  
2.2 Summary of the Tectonostratigraphic Terranes 
  The north-western-most terrane in New England that was accreted onto the North 
American craton is the Rowe-Hawley (aka the Witcomb Summit thrust or Baie Verte). The 
Rowe-Hawley (RH) is identified as an oceanic terrane derived from a back-arc basin that was 
obducted over the Laurentian margin (Grenville) during the Taconic Orogeny (van Staal et al., 
2009). Immediately to the east of the RH is the Connecticut Valley Synclinorium (CVS), which 
is described as an extensional basin formed during rollback of an east-dipping subducting slab 
(Coish, 2010). The Bronson Hill (BH) terrane to the east of the CVS is identified as a volcanic 
arc that formed on either peri-Laurentian (ancient North American) or peri-Gondwanan (ancient 
African) crust above a west-dipping subduction zone (Karabinos et al., 1998; van Staal et al., 
2009). The locations of these terranes in New England are shown in Figure 1.  
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 The Central Maine Basin (CMB) terrane, which is part of a larger Laurentian-
amalgamated peri-Gondwanan microcontinent known as Ganderia, makes up the western margin 
of Ganderia where an oceanic slab is believed to have subducted under Laurentia prior to 
continent docking (van Staal, 2009). Along the eastern margin of Ganderia is the Merrimack 
terrane, which is separated from the Central Maine terrane to the west by a complex zone of 
faults (Zen et al., 1989) as well as by a difference in continental sediment derivation of surficial 
rocks (Hussey et al., 2010; Dorais et al., 2009). The basement rocks for both of these terranes is 
thought to be of latest Proterozoic age (van Staal et al., 2009).  
 The Merrimack terrane and Putnam-Nashoba (PN) terrane are separated by the Clinton-
Newbury fault, which was demonstrated, using gravity data, to be dipping to the west (Fisk, 
1985).  The PN terrane is classified as an early Paleozoic arc that was located on the overriding 
plate of a subduction zone with either the Merrimack slab or Avalon slab or both acting as the 
subducting plate(s) (Hepburn, 2006; Stroud, 2007). The Bloody-Bluff fault separates the PN 
terrane to the northwest from the Precambrian volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Avalon 
terrane to the southeast (Stroud, 2007). The Bloody-Bluff fault has been interpreted as having 
both thrust and strike-slip components of motion, which is suggestive of an oblique continental 
convergence between the two terranes (Bell, 1968; Skehan, 1969). The van Staal et al. (2009) 
model for the Acadian Orogeny describes subduction of the Avalonian oceanic slab under 
Ganderia, which resulted in partial obduction of Ganderia over Avalon.  
2.3 Statement of the Research Problem  
 There are still unresolved questions concerning the assembly of the various 
tectonostratigraphic terranes of the Northern Appalachian Mountains. These questions concern 
determinations of the timing of accretion, the direction (polarity) of subduction, continental 
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affinity (i.e., peri-Laurentian vs. peri-Gondwanan), and the location of major crustal sutures (e.g., 
Moench and Aleinikoff, 2003; Hepburn, 2006; van Staal et al., 2009; Hatcher, 2010). Further 
insight into the crustal assemblage of the terranes, the location of major crustal sutures (e.g., the 
principle Iapetan suture), and subduction processes (e.g., polarity) between the terranes may be 
achieved using seismic imaging methods to determine the structural characteristics of both the 
Moho and major crustal features (faulting) across the tectonostratigraphic terranes.  
 In addition to the uncertainties associated with the assembly of the terranes, the 
relationship between modern seismicity and regional geological features (Figure 2) is currently 
poorly resolved in New England, i.e., no active faults have been identified, but earthquakes do 
occur (Ebel, 2007). Studying the structural variations in the deep crust of the New England 
terranes might reveal seismically active features that are only visible at depth.  
 
 
  
Figure 2. Earthquake epicenters in New England from 1990-2011 as reported by 
the Weston Observatory. Epicenters are shown as red dots. Terrane boundaries 
correspond with major fault zones as mapped at the earth’s surface. 
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2.4 Previous Studies on the Seismic Structure of New England 
 Moho offset and large fluctuations in crustal thickness (e.g., ≈20km vertical change over 
≈100km laterally) are typically observed in active plate boundary settings (Yamauchi et al., 
2003; Di Stefano et al., 2011), but isostatically coupled surface erosion and lower crust-upper 
mantle ductile flow tend to mitigate these features over geologic time in tectonically less active 
settings (Kusznir and Matthews, 1988). Since the most recent known active tectonic event in 
New England occurred during the Mesozoic (≈100 Ma), and the most recent orogenic event in 
New England ended in the late Paleozoic (≈260 Ma), it is conceivable that crustal thickening 
and/or Moho offsets related to these past tectonic events are no longer detectable in the modern 
Moho and crustal thickness of the region. On the other hand, some seismic studies that have 
imaged the lower crust and upper mantle in ancient orogenic zones have suggested that crustal 
thickening and Moho offset related to ancient events, in some cases as old as Precambrian, can 
be preserved to the present (Doll et al., 1996; Korsch et al., 1997; Diaconescu et al., 1998). 
Therefore, while Moho offset and crustal thickness related to tectonic interactions between the 
New England terranes have no doubt diminished over time, it is possible that crustal thickness 
and offsets related to the ancient tectonic events in New England are detectable using seismic 
imaging methods.  
 The Doll et al. (1996) east-central Maine reflection study is of interest to this study 
because a sharp, vertical Moho offset associated with the Norumbega Fault Zone (NFZ) is 
observed. While not considered to be a terrane boundary, the NFZ is one of the largest fault 
systems in the northern Appalachians, and is considered to be a Paleozoic analog to the modern 
San Andreas Fault (Doll et al., 1996). The combination of geologic mapping and seismic data 
from the NFZ suggest that this middle-to-late Paleozoic fault zone experienced slip reactivation 
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during regional Mesozoic (or younger) extension (Doll et al., 1996). This finding suggests that 
other relatively old major crustal sutures in New England (e.g., terrane boundaries) might have 
gained some offset with the assistance of younger regional tectonic events (e.g., Mesozoic 
extension), increasing the likelihood that detectable Moho offsets between terrane boundaries 
still exist, and therefore might be imaged by the teleseismic receiver structure methods.  
 Several deep crustal seismic reflection and refraction studies have been completed in the 
Northern Appalachian Mountains (e.g., Ando et al., 1984; Hughes and Luetgert, 1991; Doll et 
al., 1996; Zhu, 1996). Ando et al. (1996) and Hughes and Luetgert (1991) both model a 
prominent east-dipping midcrustal penetrating ramp in western New England, which is 
interpreted as the boundary between the accreted Appalachian terranes and the Grenvillian 
lithologies of the North American craton, but neither study observed variations in structure of the 
New England crust that could be directly correlated with tectonostratigraphic terrane boundaries. 
However, alternative seismic imaging methods are available that might be better suited for 
imaging the deep crust (e.g. receiver functions), where evidence of certain types of 
tectonostratigraphic terrane interactions (e.g. thrusting) may exist. The Ando et al. (1984) and 
Hughes and Luetgert (1991) seismic lines did not reach into the eastern Merrimack, Nashoba, 
and Avalon terranes of New England (Figure 3) and while Zhu (1996) identified variations in 
Moho depth associated with surficial geologic features in Northern New England (e.g., the Chain 
Lakes Massif and White Mountain Batholith), reflection midpoints are relatively sparse and no 
data exist south of the northern Massachusetts state border. Further research is therefore needed 
to investigate what types of deep crustal structures exist in the southeastern portion of New 
England.  
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 In addition to the relatively high-resolution seismic reflection and refraction surveys 
performed in New England, there have also been numerous crust and upper-mantle velocity 
models developed in New England using seismic tomography methods that employ regional and 
teleseismic body waves (e.g., Taylor and Toksöz, 1979; Foley, 1984; Zhu and Ebel, 1994; Li et 
al., 2002). The scale of the numerous velocity models developed in these studies ranges from the 
whole of New England to specific locations beneath particular seismic stations. Comparison of 
the different velocity models from these other studies suggests that crustal thickness in New 
England ranges from ≈29km to ≈40 km, the thinnest of which is beneath the Avalon terrane 
(Foley, 1984).  
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INTRODUCTION
More studies have been conducted of and more has been 
written about the Acadian orogeny than any other New 
England orogenic event (e.g., Osberg et al. 1989; Roy and 
Skehan 1993; Rankin 1994; Bradley et al. 2000; Eusden et al. 
2000; Tucker et al. 2001 and references therein). In spite of this 
volume of work, the fundamental problem of what caused the 
New England part of the Acadian orogeny remains. 
The orogenies of the New England Appalachians resulted 
from the collision of several microcontinents to the Laurentian 
margin. In the context of this study, the most significant mi-
crocontinents are Ganderia and Avalonia. From the early to 
middle Paleozoic, the Laurentian margin progressively ex-
panded due to the accretion of these microcontinents. They 
represent two separate peri-Gondwanan blocks that had sep-
arate but similar Neoproterozoic histories but were distinct 
from the Early Paleozoic (van Staal 2007). Ganderia was a Late 
Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian arc terrane that rifted off 
Amazonia at about 505 Ma whereas Avalonia, a largely juvenile 
arc unconformably covered by Cambrian-Ordovician platform 
sediments, probably rifted from Gondwana ~ 30 million years 
later (van Staal 2007). The Salinic orogeny was caused by col-
lision of the Ganderian margin and Laurentian at ~ 430–422 
Ma. Many geologists think that the subsequent collision of 
Avalonia with composite Laurentia at ~ 420–400 Ma caused 
the Acadian orogeny (e.g., Osberg et al. 1989; Robinson et al. 
1998), but lack of evidence of Acadian metamorphism in the 
New England part of Avalonia (Fig. 1) is a challenge to this in-
terpretation (Walsh et al. 2007; Aleinikoff et al. 2007). Instead, 
the geochronology of Avalonia and inboard peri-Gondwanan 
terranes document a Pennsylvanian-Late Permian orogenic 
event (Eusden and Barreiro 1988; Spear and Harrison 1989; 
Tucker and Robinson 1990; Dallmeyer and Takasu 1992; 
Wintsch et al. 1992; Getty and Gromet 1992; West 1993; Lux 
and West 1993; Walsh et al. 2007). 
West and north of the New England Avalonia are the 
peri-Gondwanan Willimantic and Pelham domes and the 
Massabesic Gneiss Complex (Fig. 1). In common with Avalonia, 
no Acadian metamophic or igneous ages have been identified 
in the Willimantic or the Pelham domes. Both domes con-
tain orthogneisses with ages of ~ 620 Ma, a common age of 
peri-Gondwanan rocks, with a strong overprinting of a ~ 280 
Ma event in the Alleghanian. As acknowledged by Robinson 
Fig. 1. Generalized geologic map showing the locations of the lithotectonic zones of New England (after Wintsch et al. 
1992). The Carrabassett Formation is located in the Central Maine Basin (CMB).
Figure 3. Red lines indicate the locations of Hughes and Luetgert (1991) 
and Ando et al. (1984) seismic reflection lines. Neither study reached 
into the Merrimack, Putnam-Nashoba, or Avalon terranes.  
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 All of the abovementioned seismic experiments in the Northern Appalachians have 
provided useful information on the crustal structure in New England, but studies with higher 
spatial resolution are required to decipher localized transitions from one geologic terrane to 
another, particularly for the easternmost terranes of southern New England, in which very few 
seismic studies have been performed. Additional information collected on the structure of the 
deep crust in New England could resolve quandaries such as those over the subduction processes 
associated with the Nashoba terrane, the location of the principal Iapetan suture in New England 
and potential deep crustal features that may spatially correlate with seismicity in New England. 
This information can be collected using seismic tomography methods to image the shape (e.g., 
synclinal or anticlinal) and dip of crustal features (i.e., the Moho and mid-crustal layers/ 
horizons) of the tectonostratigraphic terranes, which is crucial to understanding the region’s 
tectonic history and current crustal assemblage.  
 
3. METHOD 
3.1 Receiver Functions 
 Receiver function (RF) methods have proven effective in determining depth and 
topography of seismic interfaces within the earth (e.g., Langston, 1979; Ligorria and Ammon, 
1999), especially those discontinuities that separate layers of very different acoustic impedance 
such as the Moho, which separates the relatively low density crust (2.7 !/!"!) from the much 
higher density Mantle (3.3 !/!"!). Receiver functions (RFs) can also be sensitive to (i.e., 
detect) at least one midcrustal reflector and have been used to create crustal cross-sections in 
various regions (e.g., Gilbert, 2012). The data needed to create RFs are the initial P wave and P-
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wave coda from teleseismic events.  Typically, teleseismic events used in receiver-function 
studies are restricted to those events that occur between 30° and 95° away from the seismic 
station. This distance range for teleseisms is that range in which the direct P wave from a seismic 
source samples the structure beneath the seismic station while avoiding near-source effects and 
interaction with the outer-core (Langston, 1979). A RF is based on the idea that the waveform of 
a three-component seismogram of a teleseismic earthquake is the result of three effects: the 
source signal from the earthquake (source-time function), the signal from the earth structure 
below the seismic station, and the instrument response (impulse response) of the seismometer 
(Stein and Wysession, 2003). This relationship can be expressed as a convolution of the three 
signals in the time domain as 
! ! = ! ! ∗ ! ! ∗ ! !                                               (1) 
where !(!) is the source signal, ! !  is the response to the earth structure along the path of the 
seismic waves, !(!) is the impulse response of seismometer, and ! !  is the seismogram. A RF 
is the result of the deconvolution of the source and instrument signals from the seismogram so 
that only the near-receiver earth structure response remains. If Equation 1 is expressed in the 
frequency domain, then the frequency response of the earth can be given as 
            ! ! = !(!)! ! !(!)                                                               (2) 
for either the vertical or radial component of the seismogram. The source equalization receiver 
function method developed by Langston (1979) employs the frequency domain water-leveled 
deconvolution technique described by Clayton and Wiggins (1976). In this procedure, the  
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Fourier transform of the radial receiver function, ! ! , is given as 
 ! ! = ! ! !∗ !! ! !(!)         (3) 
where !(!) is the Fourier transform of the radial component of motion, !∗ !  is the complex 
conjugate of the Fourier transform of the vertical component, ! !  is the autocorrelation of the 
vertical component with spectral troughs filled to a water-level parameter, and !(!) is a 
Gaussian filter with a predetermined width parameter (Ammon, 1991). In general, a higher value 
of the Gaussian filter width parameter will produce a higher vertical resolution image of the 
subsurface (the receiver function). However, a higher frequency RF can also include more high 
frequency noise, which reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and thus the quality of the RF.  
 A good estimation of the RF can be achieved through the iterative time-domain 
deconvolution process developed by Ligorria and Ammon (1999). The RF in this case is the 
result of a least-squares minimization of the difference between the observed horizontal 
seismogram and a predicted signal generated by the convolution of an iteratively updated spike 
train with the vertical component seismogram (Ligorria and Ammon, 1999). The iterative time 
domain method predicts the radial RF using a series of Gaussian pulses whose width parameter 
must be set a priori. The series of pulses is then convolved with the recorded vertical seismogram 
to produce a radial seismogram. Successive pulses are iteratively added until the misfit between 
the observed radial seismogram and the predicted seismogram reaches a user-defined misfit 
percentage or until a pre-defined maximum number of iterations have been executed (Eager et 
al., 2010). The theory behind any RF approach to analyzing earth structure is illustrated in Figure 
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4. The phase arrivals after the direct P wave are all S waves converted from direct P (Ps) or P-to-
S multiples.  
 
 
Figure 4. Diagram of the receiver function approach. The resulting seismogram should 
have arrivals of seismic wave phase changes as they encounter an interface below the 
receiver. The Moho is used as the seismic interface in this example but the theory remains 
the same for any acoustic impedance interface encountered by a teleseismic P wave. From 
Stein and Wysession (2003). 
	  
 While classical receiver function studies have generally focused on complicated and 
time-consuming forward modeling and receiver function inversion to obtain a velocity structure 
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(e.g., Langston, 1979), many contemporary RF array studies have focused on creating 2-D cross 
sections of the crust and lithosphere by interpreting only the direct Ps conversions (e.g., 
Yamauchi et al., 2003; Di Stefano et al., 2011; Gilbert, 2012). Cross sections are created for RF 
arrays by performing moveout corrections on individual RFs. The moveout corrections are based 
on event ray-parameter (See Appendix 1). For events of differing ray-parameter, the moveout 
correction should align direct Ps conversions while reverberations should fall out of phase 
(Mohsen, 2004). The maximum difference in arrival time due to ray parameter moveout is about 
0.25 seconds for a Ps conversion from the Moho assuming ak135 velocity model parameters 
(Kennett, 2005). The resulting RF profile is similar to a seismic reflection profile; the only 
difference is that the arrivals after time-zero on the RF profile are converted P-to-S-wave 
transmissions (Ps) from layer boundaries instead of P-wave reflections (Figure 5).  
 
 
 Figure 5. Example of how receiver function arrays are used to create structural 
 cross-sections of the crust using the Ps conversions. Time in a receiver function is 
 converted to depth using a velocity model and then the direct P wave is placed at the 
 surface of the earth while the wave conversions (Ps) that follow the direct P wave 
 represent layers within the earth. From Gilbert (2012).  
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3.2 Data Collection 
 A passive-source seismic array was designed to image the crustal structure across the 
tectonostratigraphic terranes of southeastern New England (Figure 6). The array consisted of 
thirteen (13) temporary seismic stations, three (3) New England Seismic Network (NESN) 
stations, and the US National Seismic Network station HRV. The selection of temporary seismic 
station locations was based on the location of the tectonostratigraphic terranes and their 
boundaries, the locations of the permanent seismic network stations, and the horizontal 
resolution achievable by RF methods applied to the lower crust. The available number of 
portable seismic station equipment was limited, and the temporary station deployment periods 
were not uniform across the array (i.e., data collection periods/ dates were not the same for each 
temporary station).  
 Compared to active-source seismic studies, whose data can be collected relatively quickly 
(hours to days), passive-source seismic studies typically require longer deployment periods (a 
few months to years). The available temporary seismic stations for this study were deployed for 
≈3-5 months and then moved to different predetermined locations (See Appendix 2). The 
temporary seismic stations consisted of a 3-component Guralp CMG-40T portable broadband 
seismometer, a RefTek RT-130 data acquisition system, and a GPS transceiver. The 
seismometers were oriented to true north, sampled at 40Hz, and the data were saved in RefTek 
format.  
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Figure 6. Map showing the seismic array that was deployed for this study. The array was 
designed to detect changes in velocity structure from one terrane to the next using receiver 
functions. Yellow diamonds indicate temporary seismic stations. Red triangles indicate 
permanent seismic network stations. Each station is labeled with its station name.  
	  
3.3 Data Processing 
 Using the Seismic Analysis Code (SAC, © 1995 Regents of the University of California), 
seismograms were assembled from the data collected at each station in the seismic array. Only 
events of magnitude 5.7 or greater that were at epicentral distances between 30° and 95° away 
from the receivers were considered for the RF analysis. For each individual event the 
seismograms were windowed ±60 seconds around the theoretical P wave arrival time. The 
windowed seismograms were linear-trend corrected and mean-removed. The seismograms were 
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then bandpass filtered from 0.4-1.5Hz, which is within the expected body wave frequency for 
teleseisms (Foley, 1990; Levander, 2003). The 3-component seismograms were tapered at the 
extremities and then the horizontal components were rotated to the radial and tangential 
components of motion for each specific event. Receiver functions were then produced using the 
Receiver Function Analysis Computer Programs provided by Professor Charles J. Ammon (Penn 
State).  
 Both the water-level frequency domain deconvolution (Langston, 1979) and iterative 
time domain deconvolution (Ligorria and Ammon, 1999) methods were employed. The two 
methods should produce nearly identical results to each other, but factors such as wave 
propagation complications due to geology and data quality reduction due to noise contamination 
of the teleseismic signals may cause one method to outperform the other (Ligorria and Ammon, 
1999).  
 RFs generated for this study using the Langston (1979) method had a water-level of 0.01 
for the spectral troughs and a Gaussian width parameter of 2.5, both of which are commonly 
used values in crustal receiver function studies (e.g., Langston, 1979; Ligorria and Ammon, 
1999; Li et al., 2002; Yamauchi et al., 2003). RFs generated for this study using the Ligorria and 
Ammon (1999) method applied a Gaussian width parameter of 2.5, and the program was allowed 
to iterate until a misfit of 0.001% was obtained or 200 iterations were reached. The Gaussian 
width parameter of 2.5 used in each method translates to an approximate pulse width of 1 second 
(Ammon, 1997).  
 RFs at each station were grouped by back azimuth (BAZ) and placed into ±0.05 s/km ray 
parameter bins for stacking (See Appendix 3). Final receiver function stacks were moveout 
corrected to a ray parameter of 0.06 s/km based on the expected Ps Moho conversion using 
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average ak135 velocity model parameters for the crust and upper mantle (Appendix 1). Ps arrival 
times for the Moho and crust were depth transformed and the theoretical Ps conversion point 
coordinates were calculated. Ps conversion points were organized into three transects, plotted in 
cross section, and interpreted.  
4. RESULTS AND INTERPREATION 
 The final RF dataset (Figure 7) consisted of two RFs at each station from different back 
azimuths (BAZs), with the exception of Station 4 (only 1 RF) and Station 13 (3 RFs). The 
method for selecting RFs for final analysis is discussed in Appendix 3. Figure 7 shows the results 
from both the water-level deconvolution and iterative time domain deconvolution RF methods. 
Each RF is moveout corrected to a ray parameter of 0.06 s/km and is windowed from  -2 sec to 
+8 sec around the P-wave arrival. Assuming ak135 crustal thickness and velocities, the direct Ps 
Moho conversion (PmS) should lag the direct P wave by ≈4 seconds.  The Moho is clearly 
imaged across most of the array in this study, with PmS conversions arriving between 3-5 
seconds after the direct P wave. Crustal Ps conversions (PcS) are seen between 1-3 seconds after 
the P-wave arrival and appear to be more prominent and traceable across the array when the 
water-level deconvolution (Langston, 1979) is applied. Arrivals that come after the PmS in 
Figure 7 are considered to be crustal multiples.  
 PmS and PcS arrival times were picked from each RF method in Figure 7. The arrival 
picks for the water-level method were averaged with the arrival picks from the iterative time 
domain method, converted to depth using the ak135 velocity model, and the theoretical 
conversion point latitudes and longitudes were calculated. Figure 8 shows the theoretical Moho 
Ps conversion points in map view as determined from the BAZ of each event used in the final 
dataset. The conversion points were organized into three separate linear transects (indicated by 
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color and shape on Figure 8) that were utilized for cross-section analysis. The location (latitude, 
longitude, depth) of the points were plotted in cross section with vertical and horizontal error 
bars determined by the Rayleigh criterion (vertical resolution) and Fresnel Zone (horizontal 
resolution), respectively (Figure 9; Appendix 4).  
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Figure 8. Map showing the theoretical Moho Ps conversion points based on event BAZ and 
a ray parameter of 0.06 sec/km. Point size is arbitrary and not related to horizontal 
resolution. Conversion points are organized into Transects 1, 2, and 3: Transect 1 in the 
north is shown as hollow blue circles; Transect 2 in the center is shown as red X’s; 
Transect 3 in the south is shown as black hollow circles. Some points are used in more than 
one transect.  
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 The Ps conversions from Figure 9 are interpreted in Figure 10. Crustal thickness in the 
region is found to be deepest beneath the northwestern portion of the array (western section of 
Transect 1) and shows a general thinning toward the east, which is consistent with the findings of 
Hughes and Luetgert  (1991) and Zhu (1996). Crustal thickness appears to change most rapidly 
(from ≈40 to ≈30 km) between the RH-CVS boundary and the BH-CMB boundary as seen in 
Transect 1, which is expected as the crust transitions from thicker North American Craton 
(Laurentia) to the thinner accreted Appalachian terranes (Li et al., 2002).  
 In Transect 1 on Figure 10, three separate crustal horizons (H1, H2, and H3) are 
interpreted beneath the surface boundaries of the CVS, two of which (H2 and H3) dip apparently 
to the east on the western end of the transect. An east dipping mid-crustal ramp that extends 
beneath the CVS has been observed in previous reflection studies (e.g., Hughes and Luetgert, 
1991; Ando et al., 1984) and was interpreted by those researchers to be the western boundary of 
the accreted Appalachian terranes, which were thrust over Grenville during the Taconic 
Orogeny. The shallowest crustal horizon observed in Transect 1 (H1) appears to be continuous 
across the CVS-BH and BH-CMB terrane boundaries. Both H1 and the Moho take on an 
apparent easterly dip in the CMB in Transect 1. The H2 crustal horizon in Transect 1 is 
interpreted here to have a synclinal “V” shape. The synclinal “V” shape of the H2 crustal horizon 
is seen within the mid-crust of the CVS and Bronson Hill terranes, and suggests up-thrusting of 
the margins of these terranes over the regions of crust immediately to the east and west, 
resembling a type of crustal wedge. Crustal wedging of the CVS and Bronson Hill is consistent 
with the tectonic model for the evolution of the Shelburne Falls Arc (located on western edge of 
the CVS, east of the RH) and Bronson Hill Arc (currently to the east of the CVS) discussed by 
Karabinos et al. (1998) and Dorias et al. (2008). The tectonic model described by the authors 
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mentioned in the previous sentence includes east-dipping subduction of the Neo-Iapetus Ocean 
under a continental fragment located to the east of the Neo-Iapetus during the early Ordovician 
period, followed by the west-dipping subduction of the Iapetus Ocean under the same continental 
fragment during the late Ordovician period (Figure 11). As the continental fragment was wedged 
between Laurentia and the Iapetus Ocean, the east-dipping subduction beneath the west side of 
the continental fragment and west-dipping subduction beneath the east side of the continental 
fragment would have resulted in up-thrusting of both margins of the crustal fragment. These 
tectonic processes could have resulted in synclinal or “V” shaped horizons within the CVS and 
Bronson Hill terrane crust, much like the “V” shaped H2 horizon in Figure 10.  
	  
 
 
Figure 11. Cross-section model for the tectonic evolution of a continental 
fragment upon which the Shelburne Falls Arc and Bronson Hill Arc are proposed 
to have formed. Subduction of the Neo-Iapetus Ocean under the continental 
fragment followed by subduction of the Iapetus Ocean under the continental 
fragment would have resulted in a synclinal “V” shaped continental block 
between Laurentia and Iapetus. From Karabinos et al. (1998).  
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 Figure 12. Moho Ps conversion points from Figure 8 and earthquake epicenters 
 (green dots) from figure 2. Notice the central New Hampshire seismicity cluster near 
 the intersection of transect 1 (blue circles) and transect 2 (red X’s). The seismicity 
 cluster laterally coincides with the location of “H1 offset A” and a change in crustal 
 thickness that is observed in Figure 10 on transect 2.  
 
 The transition from Transect 1 to Transect 2 on Figure 10 occurs near the center of the 
CMB where a prominent seismicity cluster is observed in central New Hampshire (Figure 12). 
The H1 crustal horizon in the CMB is interpreted to be offset in this area (“H1 offset A” in 
Figure 10), near the intersection of Transect 1 with Transect 2. Both the “H1 offset A” observed 
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in this study and the central New Hampshire seismicity cluster occur just east of a proposed 
surface location for the principle Iapetan suture in New England, a.k.a. the Red Indian Line 
thrust-fault (“RILa” in Figure 13). If the location of “H1 offset A” were projected to the location 
of RILa in Figure 13, it would suggest a fault that dips roughly to the east. An eastward-dipping 
earthquake source fault for the earthquakes in central New Hampshire is supported by focal 
mechanisms and earthquake-location analysis (Starr, 2013). “H1 offset A” in Figure 10 may be 
an observed offset between Ganderian crust and the remnant subducted Iapetus Ocean crust that 
would have been pinned between the Laurentian margin and Ganderia during continent-continent 
collision.  
 If the location of “H1 offset A” in Figure 10 is a contact between Ganderian and Iapetan 
crust related to the Red Indian Line thrust fault, then present day seismicity in central New 
Hampshire (which has been attributed to an after-shock sequence of a magnitude 6.5 earthquake 
in 1638 (Ebel et al., 2000)) might be related to stress-release along the principal Iapetan suture. 
Most of the earthquakes in this area occur in the relatively shallow 3-10 km depth range with an 
average reported focal depth error of ±7.5 km (Ebel and Kafka, 1991). If the “H1 offset A” 
observed at the 10-20 km depth range in Figure 10 is an observed offset related to RILa in Figure 
13, then the seismicity cluster in Central New Hampshire shows some spatial correlation with the 
RILa thrust fault. However, tighter constraints of earthquake focal depth and higher resolution 
crustal imaging surveys are required to verify the source fault for earthquakes in central New 
Hampshire.  
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Figure 13. Ps conversion points from Figure 8 overlaying a map of northern New England 
terranes, sutures, and tectonic features from Moench and Aleinikoff (2003). The location of 
the Red Indian Line (RIL) on the map is in question as indicated by the two southeast 
dipping thrust faults labeled as “RIL” and “RILa” (the “a” stands for alternate). “H1 
offset A” occurs just east of RILa and might be related to the principal Iapetan suture.  
 
 Moving south on Transect 2 on Figure 10, the Moho remains apparently flat until south 
of the CMB-Merrimack terrane boundary where Moho depth increases and the H1 crustal 
horizon is again interpreted to be offset (“H1 offset B” in Figure 10). At this point, both the 
Moho and crustal horizon take on an apparent northerly dip. This apparent northerly dip may be 
associated with the Clinton-Newbury fault, which bounds the PN and Merrimack terranes and 
has been shown to plunge under the Merrimack terrane (Fisk, 1985). If “H1 offset B” (Figure 10) 
under the Merrimack terrane is indeed related to the boundary between Merrimack and PN 
terranes, then much of the PN terrane may be underthrust beneath the Merrimack terrane, a 
1. Introduction
This paper attempts to relate our understanding of
Early Paleozoic stratigraphy and geochronology in
northern New Hampshire and western central Maine
(Figs. 1 and 2) to the Late Cambrian(?) to Early Dev-
onian plate-tectonic evolution of a larger part of the
northern Appalachians. In order to accomplish this task
it was necessary to investigate earlier depictions of ac-
creted terrane structure (e.g. Zen, 1989; Stewart et al.,
1993) and to derive a terrane delineation that accom-
modates the evidence as we see it. Fig. 1 shows the re-
sults; supporting evidence and arguments are given
below in the ‘‘Proposed delineation of accreted terr-
anes’’ section. Our compilation of terrane structure was
guided by the principle that an accreted terrane consists
of continental and/or oceanic basement and covering
deposits and intrusives that were emplaced before or
during accretion to another terrane. Accordingly, post-
accretionary deposits cannot enter into the definition of
an accreted terrane; they may (and do) cross terrane
boundaries.
The detailed focus of this paper is on the stratigraphy
and plutonic geology exposed in the northern portion of
the Bronson Hill belt (Figs. 2–4), which includes parts of
the Bronson Hill anticlinorium mainly north of the 44th
parallel, and contiguous parts of the Boundary Moun-
tains and Lobster Mountain anticlinoriums. Based on
mapping and U–Pb geochronology, we propose that the
Bronson Hill arc of other researchers (e.g. Stanley and
Ratcliffe, 1985; Tucker and Robinson, 1990; Robinson
et al., 1998) is actually composed of two, probably un-
related volcano-sedimentary-intrusive sequences, here
informally referred to as the Ammonoosuc sequence
(Middle Ordovician, composed of the Ammonoosuc
Volcanics and the Joslin Turn and Cambridge Black
Fig. 1. Proposed basement terranes, sutures, and superimposed tectonic features of northern New England and mainland Canada. See ‘‘Proposed
delineation of accreted terranes’’ in text. States of USA––MA, Massachusetts; NH, New Hampshire; VT, Vermont. Explanation righthand map:
Proposed accreted terranes, magmatic arcs, and plate sutures. Terranes: LA, Laurentia (Humber zone). T1, terrane 1 (NW part of Notre Dame zone);
Chain Lakes massif (CLM), and correlatives at Riviere des Plante (RP), Mont Serpentine (MS), and Nadeau (N), Quebec. T2, terrane 2 (SE part of
Notre Dame zone). T3, terrane 3 (Exploits and Gander zones, undivided), showing locations of Casco Bay belt, CB, Massabesic Gneiss Complex,
MG, and Dry Hill and related gneisses of Pelham dome, DHG. AV, composite Avalon ‘‘proper’’ and adjacent peri-Avalonian belts; tentatively
includes Meguma terrane, MEG, and Putnam–Nashoba belt, NS. Arcs and subduction complexes: SFA, Shelburne Falls arc; BH, superposed arcs
(Ammonoosuc+Quimby) of Bronson Hill belt; CVA, coastal volcanic arc; BSC, Brunswick subduction complex; PSC, Penobscot suduction
complex. Sutures: BBL, Baie Verte-Brompton line. BML, Boil Mountain line. RIL, proposed buried Red Indian line. RILa, alternative placement of
RIL. NBL, New Brunswick line; proposed occluded divergent subduction boundaries buried under FT and MT. Lefthand map: includes BBL from
righthand map, Anticlinoria: approximate crestline––SMA, Stoke Mountain; BHA, Bronson Hill; BMA, Boundary Mountains; LMA, Lobster
Mountain; MWA, Munsungun-Winterville; LSA, Lunksoos; MA, Miramichi. Sedimentary troughs: approximate troughline––CVGT, Connecticut
Valley-Gasp!e; CMMT, Central Maine-Matapedia; FT MT, Fredericton and Merrimack. Silurian tectonic hinge: STH, arrows point to thicker
Silurian deposits of CMMT. Faults: NFS, Norumbega fault system; CN, Clinton-Newbury; BB, Bloody Bluff, Sp, Sennebec Pond. ! 1 Southeast
edge of Grenville basement: 1, Stewart et al. (1993); 2, Hughes and Luetgert (1991); 3, Ando et al. (1984). Xh Vms deposits having strongly radiogenic
lead: Xh, Hampshire Hills; Xm, Milan; Xg, Gardner Mountain. From Slack et al. (1991).
114 R.H. Moench, J.N. Aleinikoff / Physics and Chemistry of the Earth 28 (2003) 113–160
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characteristic that is also consistent with computer modeling of gravity data from Fisk (1985). 
There are no crustal structures interpreted in the Figure 10 cross-section that correlate with the 
CMB-Merrimack terrane boundary.  
 The transition from Transect 2 to Transect 3 on Figure 10 occurs very close to the 
Merrimack-PN border. The major feature interpreted in Transect 3 is an apparent offset of both 
the Moho and the H1 crustal horizon (“H1 offset C”) under the PN terrane. This offset is 
interpreted here as the west dipping Bloody Bluff fault which bounds the PN and Avalon 
terranes. Geologic mapping of the Bloody Bluff fault has indicated that the fault is 
west/northwest dipping (Goldsmith, 1991), which is consistent the Bloody Bluff fault dip 
interpreted in this study. Hepburn (2006) suggests that the PN terrane was the overriding plate 
during subduction of either the Merrimack terrane, the Avalon terrane, or both. Considering the 
apparent northwest-dipping H1 crustal horizon and Moho offset beneath the PN terrane as well 
as the interpreted dip of the Clinton-Newbury and Bloody Bluff faults, there appears to be 
structural evidence for thrusting of the PN slab under the Merrimack slab and thrusting of the 
Avalon slab under the PN slab.  
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5. DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The interpreted receiver function data from Section 4 is organized into a summary cross-
section of the New England tectonostratigraphic terranes in Figure 14. The summary cross-
section is based on the observed receiver function data from Section 4 as well as numerous 
geologic studies that provide information on the crustal assemblage of the terranes (see Section 
4). The Bloody Bluff Fault that forms the boundary between the Avalon terrane and the PN 
terrane is shown to dip to the west and cut through the entirety of the crust, as made evident by 
the offset of both the crustal horizon and Moho. The west dipping Bloody Bluff Fault is evidence 
of westerly thrusting of the Avalon terrane beneath the PN terrane. The Clinton-Newbury fault 
that bounds the PN and Merrimack terranes is also observed as a west-dipping fault in the Figure 
14 cross-section. A crustal horizon offset and change in Moho depth correspond with the 
Figure	  14.	  Cross-­‐section	  summarizing	  the	  crustal	  structure	  of	  the	  New	  England	  
tectonostratigraphic	  terranes	  as	  interpreted	  from	  Section	  4.	  Blue	  lines	  are	  crustal	  layers	  as	  
inferred	  from	  the	  PcS	  conversion	  points	  in	  Figures	  9	  and	  10.	  Green	  line	  is	  the	  Moho	  as	  
inferred	  from	  PmS	  conversion	  points	  in	  Figures	  9	  and	  10.	  The	  Summary	  cross-­‐section	  runs	  
approximately	  southeast	  (SE)	  from	  the	  Avalon	  terrane	  northwest	  (NW)	  to	  the	  Rowe	  Hawley	  
terrane.	  See	  section	  2.2	  for	  terrane	  name	  abbreviations.	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projected location of the Clinton-Newbury fault, allowing the boundary between the PN and 
Merrimack to be resolved at depth. This westerly dip of the Clinton-Newbury is evidence for 
thrusting of the PN terrane beneath Ganderia (the CMB and Merrimack terranes).  
 No crustal structures are observed at depth in this study that correspond with the 
Merrimack-CMB terrane boundary. The lack of structural evidence observed in this study to 
distinguish the Merrimack terrane from the CMB terrane is not surprising because receiver 
functions are a relatively low resolution seismic method and CMB and Merrimack terranes are 
expected to be built upon the same Ganderian continental basement (van Staal, 2009) and 
differentiated primarily by a change in continental sediment derivation at the surface (Hussey et 
al., 2010; Dorais et al., 2009). 
 The western boundary of Ganderia is the Red Indian Line in Figure 14.  Several authors 
(e.g. van Staal, 1998; Dorais and Paige, 2000; Moench and Aleinikoff, 2003) discuss difficulties 
placing the location of the Red Indian Line, which is considered the principal Iapetan suture in 
the Northern Appalachians. The purpose of the Red Indian Line is to designate all terranes 
situated to the west of the line as those originating from the Laurentian side of the Iapetus while 
all terranes to the east of the line are derived from the Gondwanan side of the Iapetus (Dorais et 
al., 2012). The Red Indian Line has been placed in multiple locations in New England e.g., the 
eastern border of the CVS (van Staal, 1998), the eastern border of the Bronson Hill terrane (e.g., 
Moench and Aleinikoff, 2003), and buried under Central Maine trough sediments east of the BH-
CMB surficial terrane boundary (Dorais and Paige, 2000; Moench and Aleinikoff, 2003). The 
Red Indian Line (RIL) in this study is placed above the anticlinal hinge-line of the remnant 
subducted-slab of the Iapetus Ocean in Figure 14 that was interpreted from the data in Section 4. 
The anticlinal shape of the remnant Iapetan slab is indicative of an oceanic plate that experienced 
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dual subduction polarity (Figure 15) where the oceanic crust was subducted under both Laurentia 
that is located to the west of the RIL (Karabinos et al., 1998) and Ganderia that is located to the 
east of the RIL (Moench and Aleinikoff, 2003). If the RIL is to represent the location where the 
Iapetus Ocean closed, then the RIL should be placed approximately above the remnant oceanic 
slab’s anticlinal hinge-line because this location is where continental crust on opposite sides of a 
dual-subduction-polarity zone would collide. The Red Indian Line is projected to the surface 
above the anticlinal hinge-line with dip-direction supported by Dorais and Paige (2000) and 
Moench and Aleinikoff (2003). This RIL location is also consistent with the Red Indian Line 
location proposed by Dorais and Paige (2000) and Moench and Aleinikoff (2003), who leave the 
Iapetan suture buried by CMB sediments.  
 In Figure 14, the Red Indian Line separates Ganderia from a continental fragment that 
became wedged between Laurentia and Ganderia during the closure of the Neo-Iapetus and 
Iapetus Oceans (Karabinos et al., 1998). The “V” shaped crustal horizon of the continental 
fragment is evidence for easterly subduction of the Neo-Iapetus beneath the crustal fragment, 
which formed the Shelburne Falls Arc (now located on the western edge of the CVS and east of 
the RH), and westerly subduction of the Iapetus beneath the crustal fragment, which formed the 
Bronson Hill Arc (Karabinos et al., 1998). The western edge of the Appalachian lithologies 
terminates along the Grenvillian ramp (Hughes and Luetgert, 1991) shown in Figure 14, which 
dips to the east underneath the CVS and RH.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 Receiver functions created from a line of 17 broadband seismic stations in New England 
were used to decipher lateral changes in seismic velocity structure associated with the 
tectonostratigraphic terranes from central Vermont to eastern Massachusetts. The receiver 
functions were capable of detecting the Moho and as many as three mid-crustal horizons within 
the study area. Crustal thickness along the line of stations was found to be greatest in the west 
and showed an irregular thinning toward the east. On the northwestern edge of the study area, an 
east-dipping, mid-crustal ramp is observed that is interpreted here as the boundary between 
Grenvillian and Appalachian lithologies. This ramp structure is consistent with the findings of 
the Hughes and Luetgert (1991) seismic refraction/ reflection study. The easterly dip of the 
Grenvillian ramp suggests thrusting of the western margin of the Appalachians over Laurentia 
(Grenville) and is consistent with the tectonic model of Karabinos et al. (1998).  
Figure	  15.	  Example	  of	  dual	  oceanic	  subduction	  polarity	  that	  the	  Iapetus	  Ocean	  
is	  proposed	  to	  have	  experienced.	  From	  van	  Staal	  (2009).	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 The RH, CVS, and BH terranes are built on a continental fragment that exhibits a 
synclinal “V” shaped profile within the mid-crust. The synclinal “V” shape of the mid-crustal 
horizon indicates a continental fragment that experienced thrusting over both its bounding 
continental bodies (Laurentia to the west and Ganderia to the east). The western side of this 
continental fragment is interpreted to have been thrust over the Laurentian margin during 
easterly subduction of the Neo-Iapetus Ocean while the eastern side of the continental fragment 
appears to have been thrust over the Ganderian margin during westerly subduction of the Iapetus 
Ocean (Karabinos et al., 1998).  
 A remnant portion of the subducted Iapetan oceanic crust is interpreted in this study to 
reside beneath the BH terrane and western portion of the CMB. The remnant oceanic slab 
exhibits an anticlinal shape whose hinge line coincides with the Red Indian Line location as 
interpreted by Dorais and Paige (2000) and Moench and Aleinikoff (2003). The RIL (principal 
Iapetan suture) divides crust of Laurentian affinity from crust of Gondwanan affinity, but also 
denotes the present-day location of the closure of the Iapetus Ocean. If the Iapetus Ocean 
experienced dual subduction polarity between Laurentia and Ganderia (Figure 15) as proposed 
by van Staal (2009), then the Iapetan suture (Red Indian Line) should be located above the 
anticlinal hinge-line of the remnant Iapetan ocean crust, where continental crust on opposite 
sides of a dual-subduction-polarity zone would have collided. Thus, the location of the Red 
Indian Line in this study is placed just east of the BH-CMB terrane boundary based on the 
location of the anticlinal hinge-line of the remnant Iapetan Ocean crust shown in Figure 14, 
which is where crust of Laurentian affinity would have met crust of Gondwanan affinity upon 
the closing of the Iapetus Ocean. 
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 The receiver function results of this thesis suggest an offset within the mid-crust located 
just to the west of the PN-Merrimack surficial terrane boundary. This mid-crustal offset is 
evidence of crustal faulting. Just west of the aforementioned offset, a shallowing of Moho depth 
is observed in the receiver function results. Shallowing of Moho depth could indicate uplift of 
this portion of the crust relative to the surrounding crust. The mid-crustal faulting in conjunction 
with a relatively abrupt shallowing of the Moho depth on the west side of the fault is considered 
here to be evidence for a west-dipping Clinton-Newbury fault, indicating thrusting of Ganderia 
over the PN terrane.   
 An abrupt and concurrent offset of both the Moho and the mid-crustal horizon is 
interpreted under the PN terrane. This offset is interpreted as the deep extension of the Bloody 
Bluff Fault, which bounds the Avalon and Nashoba terranes. Dip direction of the fault suggests 
thrusting of the PN terrane over the Avalon terrane.  
 “H1 offset A” in Figure 10 is interpreted in this study to be a crustal offset between 
Ganderian crust and the remnant Iapetan oceanic slab. The offset roughly coincides with the 
proposed surface location of the principle Iapetan suture (the east dipping Red Indian Line thrust 
fault) from Moench and Aleinikoff (2003) and is interpreted here as an offset between Ganderian 
crust and the remnant subducted Iapetus Ocean slab. Of the several crustal offsets observed in 
this study that are associated with known faults or crustal sutures, only the Red Indian Line 
thrust fault has a spatial correspondence with a cluster of seismicity in the region. But higher 
resolution images of the mid crust in central New Hampshire are needed to confirm the offset 
observed in this study and to relate the earthquakes in that area to this possible structure in the 
middle and lower crust.  
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Appendix 1: Ray Parameter and Receiver Function Moveout 
Appendix 1.1: Ray Parameter 
  The ray parameter, also known as the horizontal slowness, is a constant value determined 
by a ray path’s initial angle of incidence as it moves outward from a seismic source (Figure 
A1). The depth and distance of a source relative to a particular seismic station will 
determine the theoretical ray parameter (Table 1) at any given seismic station. In general, 
the farther away and deeper an event is from a particular seismic station, the lower its ray 
parameter and the more steeply (or vertically) the ray will approach the seismic station. The 
ray parameter is determined using Snell’s Law and can be used to group receiver functions 
for stacking. Events with a similar ray parameter and BAZ will sample similar structures 
under a seismic station and cause the receiver function conversions and multiples to align. 
Events with a different ray parameter will have conversions and multiples that arrive out of 
phase (Figure A3) for a given velocity structure.  
 
Figure A1. Illustration of how ray paths travel outward from a seismic source in the earth (from 
Levander, 2003). Rays will refract according to Snell’s Law. The ray parameter (horizontal 
slowness) is constant along each ray and will predict the angle at which a seismic ray approaches 
a receiver based on the depth of the source and the distance between the source and receiver.  
Although seismic tomography is currently the mainstay of
global seismic imaging, the large-scale deployment of portable
instruments to be conducted as the USArray component of
Earthscope over the next decade will allow much higher res-
olution imaging of the solid earth using migration/inversion
methods similar to those used in petroleum exploration. Direct
wavefield imaging in solid earth structural seismology has
been uncommon in comparison to practices in exploration seis-
mology, generally due to the large separation between seis-
mic stations. With the development of portable observatory
quality broadband (0.01-20 Hz) seismographs and acquisition
of modest numbers of them for the PASSCALinstrument pool
over the past decade, a number of academic field programs
have had receiver spacing dense enough for wavefield back-
projection and imaging. Recordings from these experiments
have been used in several different imaging schemes, all of
which are outgrowths of and bear resemblance to either post-
or prestack depth migration, or migration-inversion, of the
Kirchhoff, plane-wave, or Belkyn-Burridge formulations (e.g.,
Bostock et al., 2001; Poppeliers and Pavlis, 2003; and by Pavlis
and by Aster and Wilson in this issue).
Four hundred of these instruments will be deployed as
USArray, a coarse array that will sweep across the United States
over a 10-year period. This array, known as the Transportable
Array, and informally referred to as “Bigfoot,” will begin in
Southern California and expand north to the Canadian bor-
der. When fully deployed, USArray, extending along the west-
ern United States from Canada to Mexico, will begin moving
eastward to the Atlantic seaboard, before transfer to Alaska
and Hawaii. Within Bigfoot will be denser “Flexible” com-
ponent arrays targeting specific crust and upper mantle struc-
tures. The scale of USArray is enormous: At full deployment
Bigfoot will cover approximately 2 000 000 km2, with an instru-
ment spacing of 70 km. The denser, embedded passive arrays
of the Flexible Array will have instruments spaced in the
range of 10-20 km.
The waves from earthquakes used for the most common
form of direct imaging are at source-receiver offsets of 30-100°
along the globe, equivalent to ~3300-11 000 km. Moderate- to
large-sized earthquakes (mb > 5.0) at this range produce P-
waves with frequencies in the 0.3-3 Hz and the 0.02-0.1 Hz
bands. A broad peak in the earth’s background seismic radi-
ation, largely ocean-generated, often contaminates the 0.15-
0.2 Hz band.
Structural imaging. Many different phases within the earth-
quake wave train are potentially useful for structural imag-
ing. Here I describe a commonly used method that isolates P-
to S-wave conversions under a receiver array from the direct
P-wave. Direct P is the first arrival from the earthquake source,
and at many distances is well separated from other later arriv-
ing phases, making it a relatively simple input on the receiver
end of the raypath (Figure 1). At each interface or perturba-
tion the input P field generates a forward scattered P-wave
and a converted, forward scattered S-wave. The converted S
phases are useful for estimating the interface and perturba-
tion structure of the earth beneath the receiver array.
Broadband seismograph stations record three components of
ground motion. If the vertical motion is considered largely due
to P motions and the horizontal radial component is consid-
ered largely composed of converted S-waves, then decon-
volving the vertical component of motion from the radial
yields a spiked time series in which the earthquake source sig-
nature has been removed (the direct P pulse) and consists of
spiked direct P- followed by S-wave conversions. In practice
the deconvolution is improved with a number of modifica-
tions developed in the exploration industry, including apply-
ing a zero-phase shaping filter, using recordings of the same
source at multiple nearby stations to estimate the average
source wavelet, and adding white noise to the deconvolution
operator to stabilize it. The receiver function can also be
improved by rotating the vertical and radial components into
the longitudinal (incident ray direction) and orthogonal radial
(orthogonal to ray direction) components before deconvolu-
tion. Generally, deconvolved time series from earthquakes
from the same source region are summed to produce an aver-
age receiver response. The resulting time series is known as
250 THE LEADING EDGE MARCH 2003
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ALAN LEVANDER, Rice University, Houston, Texas, U.S.
Figure 1. (a) Raypaths for compressional waves through the PREM
model. Imaging with receiver functions is normally done at the receiver
end with signals arriving from 30 to ~100° on the globe to avoid compli-
cations in the direct wave arising from upper mantle and core-mantle
boundary structures. CMB is core mantle boundary; IC/OC is inner core-
outer core boundary. (b) PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) and
Grand and Helmbergers' (1984) Shield North America 1D velocity mod-
els from the surface to the core-mantle boundary at 2981 km depth.
b)
a)
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Table 1. Table of ray parameters (sec/km) for sources 0-95° away from a seismic station 
and for selected possible source depths. Modified from Kennett, 1995. The deeper and 
further the event is from a seismic station, the lower its ray parameter and thus the more 
vertical the ray path’s angle of approach will be.  
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28/.. !"!$' !"!$' !"!$' !"!$' !"!$' !"!$' !"!$' !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$* !"!$* !"!$
4./.. !"!$' !"!$' !"!$' !"!$' !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$+ !"!$
40/.. !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$( !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$
43/.. !"!$( !"!$( !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$! !"!$! !"!$
42/.. !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$) !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!&% !"!$
44/.. !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!&% !"!&% !"!$
41/.. !"!$* !"!$* !"!$* !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&# !"!$
45/.. !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$+ !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!$
46/.. !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!$
47/.. !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!$! !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&& !"!$
48/.. !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&% !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!$
1./.. !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&' !"!&
10/.. !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&# !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&
13/.. !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&$ !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&( !"!&( !"!&
12/.. !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&) !"!&
14/.. !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&& !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&
11/.. !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&' !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&* !"!&* !"!&
15/.. !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&
16/.. !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&( !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&
17/.. !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&) !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&! !"!&
18/.. !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&
5./.. !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&* !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!'% !"!'% !"!&
50/.. !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&+ !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'# !"!&
53/.. !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!&
52/.. !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!&! !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'$ !"!&
54/.. !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'% !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!&
51/.. !"!'% !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'& !"!'& !"!&
55/.. !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'# !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'' !"!&
56/.. !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'
57/.. !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'$ !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'( !"!'( !"!'
58/.. !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'& !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'
6./.. !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!'
60/.. !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'' !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!'* !"!'
63/.. !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!'( !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'
62/.. !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'
64/.. !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!') !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'! !"!'
61/.. !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'* !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'
65/.. !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!(% !"!(% !"!'
66/.. !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'+ !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!'
67/.. !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!'! !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!'
68/.. !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!($ !"!'
7./.. !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(% !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!'
70/.. !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!(# !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!'
73/.. !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(' !"!(' !"!'
72/.. !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!($ !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(
74/.. !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(& !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(
71/.. !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(' !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!() !"!() !"!(
75/.. !"!(' !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!(* !"!(* !"!(
76/.. !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!(( !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(
77/.. !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!() !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(
78/.. !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(
8./.. !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(
80/.. !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(
83/.. !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(* !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(
82/.. !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(
84/.. !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(
81/.. !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(+ !"!(
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-678,7%**
Figure A2. Synthetic receiver functions created from a 1D seismic velocity model for 
central New Hampshire. Each RF in the above figure was modeled after a source with 
a different ray parameter. The velocity model is held constant while ray parameter is 
changed from low to high (from top to bottom in figure). Notice how the direct Moho 
Ps conversion around 5 seconds (indicated by an arrow) moves further away in time 
from the P wave as ray parameter increases while the first Ps Moho multiple (also 
indicated by an arrow) moves closer in time to the P wave.  
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Appendix 1.2: Receiver Function Moveout Correction 
 The diagram below and subsequent equations explain how ray parameter affects the receiver 
function moveout and conversion point location under a seismic station.  
 
! ≡ !"#  !"#"$%&%#              ! ≡ !"#$%&'(              !"# ≡ !  !"#$  !"#$%&'(  !"  !"#$%  ! !"# ≡ !  !"#$  !"#$%&'(  !"  !"#$%  !                      ! ≡ !ℎ!"#$%&&  !"  !"#  !"#$% !1 ≡ !"#$%"&'()  !"#!"#$%  !"#$""%  !"  !"#$%&'("#  !"#$%  !"#  !"#"$%"! !3 ≡ !"#$%"&'()  !"#$%&'(  !"#$""%  !  !"#$%#&'  !"#$%  !"#  !"#"$%"! 
 
 The following solves for the relationship between velocity model parameters and P-Ps 
arrival time difference (Td) that is needed for the moveout correction 
 ! = sin! !             (!"#$%$&$'%  !"  !"#  !"#"$%&%#  (!"#$%"&'()  !"#$%&'')) 
 !1 = sin!!(! ∙ !"1)               !2 = sin!! ! ∙ !"1             !3 = sin(! ∙ !"2)               !4 = 90°− !3 
 !1 = tan !2 ∙ !            !2 = tan !1 ∙ !            !3 = !2− !1 
 ℎ1 = !! + !1!              ℎ2 = !! + !2!              ℎ3 = cos(!4) ∙ !3 
 !" = ℎ3 !"2+ ℎ1 !"1 − ℎ2 !"1 
!"#
!$#
!%#
!&#
'$#
'&#'"#
!"#
!$#
!%#
&'"(&)"#
&'$(&)$#
*#+,-#',./#
*)#+,-#',./#
*0,12#3,42#5+61.#
!"
Figure A3. Diagram of 
Ps conversion moveout 
that relates ray 
parameter to Ps time 
delay (Td).  
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Appendix 2: Seismic Station Coordinates and Deployment Periods 
 
Table 2. Table of seismic stations used in seismic array for this study. Locations and 
deployment periods are shown next to the station name.  
	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!"#"$%& '#"$"()* '%&+$"()* ,*-.%/0*&"1!"#2" ,*-.%/0*&"13&)
!" #$%&''( )*'%+(($ ,-./0&10'2"" 345678690"10'2""
!' #$%**&$ )*'%#'&2 :;9<=0"+10'2"' >-?-@A0'210'2"'
B3B #$%*2+$ )*'%'&++ 3C> 3C>
!$ #$%D##' )*'%""($ :;9<=0"210'2"' >-?-@A0'210'2"'
!# #$%+D'# )*"%(#(D ,-./0'210'2"" 345678690"10'2""
!+ #$%+$"$ )*"%&2#( ,-./0*10'2"" 345678690"10'2""
EEF #$%#*2" )*"%D+$$ 3C> 3C>
!D #$%$+"* )*"%D##& ,-G60'210'2"' 345678690'10'2"'
!* #$%'$'$ )*"%D#"# ,-G60'210'2"' 345678690'10'2"'
!& #$%"2D+ )*"%D"&& ,-./0'(10'2"' 345678690'10'2"'
!( #'%(&"" )*"%D"2' ,-G60'210'2"' 345678690'10'2"'
!"2 #'%&*"2 )*"%+&D( ,;G-;9/0'+10'2"' :;/0'210'2"'
!"" #'%*#&& )*"%+*&( ,;G-;9/0'210'2"' :;/0'210'2"'
!"' #'%D'+* )*"%+*"+ ,;G-;9/0'210'2"' :;/0'210'2"'
BHI #'%+2D2 )*"%++&2 3C> 3C>
!"$ #'%##+D )*"%##2& ,;G-;9/0'210'2"' :;/0'210'2"'
JK! #'%$&#& )*"%$'"& 3C> 3C>
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Appendix 3: Screening of Data for Final RF Analysis 
 The ideal dataset for any receiver function study would consist of hundreds of events 
recorded at each seismic station that is involved in the experiment. The ideal events would each 
have a high signal-to-noise ratio and the source locations would span a range of back azimuths 
and ray parameters. Likewise, stacking receiver functions requires multiple events of similar 
back azimuth and ray parameter if the researcher hopes to attain a detailed image of the receiver 
structure. Stacking of receiver functions from diverse back azimuths and ray parameters can be 
done, but only an averaged receiver structure will be obtained. Temporary receiver function 
arrays are typically in deployment for months to years and the researcher must usually work with 
data that are composed of only a handful of relatively low noise events. In general, large events 
that are close to the receiver are likely to have higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) when 
compared with events that are further away from the seismic station and/or have smaller 
magnitude.   
 This study analyzed all events of magnitude 5.7 or greater that occurred during the 
deployment period that were between 30°-95° from the seismic station. Magnitude 5.7 events are 
a typical minimum event size analyzed in receiver function studies (e.g., Li et al., 2002; Eager et 
al., 2010). Once all the possible receiver functions for a station were created (about 30 for the 
stations in this thesis), the data set was decreased to only those receiver functions which were 
considered to have pre-signal (pre P wave) noise that was lower than the post P wave signal (pre-
signal noise is only available for analysis when the water-level deconvolution method is applied). 
This task reduced the dataset to 2-4 receiver functions for each temporary station. Examples of 
RFs from this study that contain different amounts of noise are shown in Figure A4.  
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 There is no standard range for BAZ or RP that receiver functions should be grouped by 
for stacking. The acceptable range of BAZ or RP for stacking can only be determined by the 
researcher based on the goals of the study and/or observations made during the analysis.  
 
	  
Figure A4. Example of receiver functions analyzed in this study that contain different 
amounts of noise. Receiver function ‘A’ is an example of a noisy receiver function that 
could be used if it can be stacked with other receiver functions. Receiver function ‘B’ is an 
example of a low-noise receiver function that could be interpreted on its own with no need 
to stack.  
 
 
The purpose of this study was to decipher lateral changes in velocity structure from one terrane 
to the next. Detecting variations in structure of the terranes could require relatively high 
resolution imaging because of the lateral width of many of the terranes in question. A higher 
lateral resolution image of the crust is achievable in a receiver function study by grouping events 
into specific BAZ and RP bins. RFs created from sources of similar BAZ and RP will sample 
very similar structures. Through much trial and error, it was found that receiver functions used in 
!"!
!#!
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this study tended to have wave arrivals that were in phase when the events were in a BAZ and 
RP bin range of ±5° and ±0.05 sec/km, respectively. The relatively high SNR RFs that fell into 
this bin range were stacked. The final receiver function dataset is displayed with a ±22 second 
window around the P wave in Figure A5. Notice the low pre-signal noise before the P wave on 
all the RFs. Table 3 gives details on the events used in each receiver function that were analyzed 
in the final dataset. Many of the RFs used in the final analysis were not stacked because no other 
events within the stacking bin occurred during deployment.  
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Table 3. Source information for the events used in final receiver function dataset. Multiple 
events listed for one receiver function indicate that the events were stacked for the receiver 
function.  
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Appendix 4: Seismic Resolution 
 Sheriff and Geldart (1995) define resolution as the minimum separation between two 
features such that one can tell from the seismic data that that there are two features rather than 
one. In seismology, resolution is divided into vertical resolution and horizontal resolution.  
Vertical resolution 
 Vertical resolution is determined using the Rayleigh Criterion, which defines the 
minimum vertical separation between two horizontal beds such that the wave arrivals from each 
bed do not interfere constructively (Figure A5). The minimum vertical separation required is one 
quarter the wavelength (λ/4).  
	  
Figure A6. Illustration of the Rayleigh criterion. On the far left, the arrivals shown are 
from two horizontal layers that are more than 1-quarter wavelength apart. In the center, 
the arrivals are exactly one-quarter wavelength apart. On the far right, the arrivals are less 
than one-quarter wavelength apart and interfere constructively. Figure from Hyperphysics 
educational website, © C.N. Nave, 2012. (http://hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/raylei.html) 
 
 The Gaussian width parameter used to create receiver functions determines the pulse 
width of the wave arrivals that are analyzed. A Gaussian width parameter of 2.5 was used, which 
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translates to a pulse width of ≈1 second in the receiver functions. Using the Rayleigh Criterion as 
an estimate of error, the vertical resolution of these 0.5 Hz receiver functions is ±0.9km.  
 
Horizontal Resolution 
Traveling wave reflections and transitions are generally modeled as rays in seismology. 
However, the reflections or conversions are made up of energy arriving from a fairly large area 
(Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). The Fresnel zone defines the horizontal area from which the energy 
arriving at a station has phases differing by no more than a half-cycle, which should interfere 
constructively. The radius of the Fresnel zone (Fr) is given as  !" = (! 2)(! !) 
where v is the seismic velocity, t is the travel time from the source to the receiver, and f is the 
dominant wave frequency. The outer portion of the Fresnel zone makes little contribution to the 
result (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995), so the effective Fresnel radius (Fe) is often used:  !" ≈ !" 2 
The dominant frequency of teleseismic body waves is expected to be ≈1Hz (Foley, 1990; 
Levander, 2003). Using expected ak135 travel time and velocity of Ps waves in the crust, the 
horizontal resolution in this study is ≈3.9 km for the Moho and ≈2.7 km for the mid-crust.  
